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THE STRATEGIC FUNCTION OF CABLE & WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY IN
THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION FOR GERMANY

'The installation of wireless telegraphy will obviously prove of no slight importance to any future
development of German naval power in the Pacific'.
Sydney Morning Herald, 28 December 1909

The struggle for the Australian airwaves: Marconi vs Telefunken
Outside Europe, the Asian-Pacific region ranked second in importance to North America for
German economic and strategic interests before World War 1. That radio1 and cable connections
were a major consideration in German operational planning in the region is shown by the
extensive archival holdings on the subject. The German Government was keen to extend
wireless connections within Germany's Pacific possessions and particularly to establish a reliable
connection with the naval base at Tsingtau in northern China. There was repeated use of
phrases emphasising the military-political importance of the network. How naval communication
might otherwise be facilitated from land-based stations features prominently. [See also the essay
here on Germany in the Gulf].
While a continent like Australia offered a rich commercial market, more importantly for the
German Navy and its wartime task of sinking shipping in the Asian-Pacific region,2 a land-based
Telefunken system would have definite advantages over the British Marconi system favoured by
the Commonwealth Government. With the vast potential of the Australasian market, it was
inevitable that the two great radio-telegraphy companies working with similar technology
eventually would come into conflict. By the beginning of 1909, of some 1,500 radio-telegraphy
stations worldwide 673 had been constructed by Telefunken, 550 by Marconi, and the remainder
by smaller companies. At a conference held in Melbourne in December 1909 representatives of
the military, navy as well as New Zealand and Fiji recommended the construction of high1
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powered stations near Sydney, Doubtless Bay in New Zealand, and Suva in Fiji, as well as less
powerful stations at Ocean Island, Tulagi in the Solomons, and Vila in the New Hebrides. All the
stations should be under Government control, those in the islands of the western Pacific being
managed by the High Commissioner at Fiji.Unfortunately the Commonwealth Post Office had
already been considering a proposal made by the German Telefunken Company to erect
stations at Sydney and Fremantle and had gone so far as to accept its tenders and to ask the
advice of the Defence Department about sites. The conference delayed this process, and
eventually led to the cancellation of the Telefunken contract. The following years saw
aggressive competition by both companies, with 161 new stations being constructed by
Telefunken alone between January 1909 and July 1910.
From cable to wireless: growing defence concerns
Anglo-Australian concerns about cable communications and radio- telegraphy in wartime had a
lengthy history. In 1904, the Colonial Secretary advised in a secret document that the British
Government was contemplating the advisability of adopting a general scheme of telegram
censorship in wartime. This came from the lessons of the Boer War, and that no definite
arrangements had previously been made
prevented full advantage being taken of the power in British hands that arises from
the cable communications of the world being to so large an extent a British
monopoly. In the case of a maritime war, the importance of an early and complete
censorship might be very great...in the defence of the Empire as a whole as well
as...particular Colonies.

It was essential to the safety
of British naval forces and the consequent safeguarding of trade and Imperial interests that a
scheme should be in readiness whereby a rigid system of censorship could be established over
all cables under British control within a few hours of the despatch of a telegraphic order from
London. This had now been prepared with the assistance of the Intelligence Division of the War
Office and Post Office, approved by the Foreign and Colonial Offices and Admiralty, and which it
was deemed of the highest importance that appropriate arrangements should be made without
delay. It was recognised that such a censorship might cause inconvenience and temporary loss
to trade, but this had to be weighed against a ‘possible naval disaster and the consequent loss of
command of the sea.’ Only by this means could information on the movements of merchant
vessels be withheld from enemy cruisers.3 By the end of the year appropriate measures had
3
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been authorised by Brigadier-General Finn, commanding the Commonwealth Military Forces, and
approved by the Defence Minister in January 1905.4
There had been a long history of German commercial and strategic interest in cable
communications in the Asian-Pacific region based on its colonies. However, it proved difficult for
German companies to enter the Australasian market. Five months after Federation, the
Allgemeine Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft (AEG) informed Chancellor Bernhard von Bülow that it was
tendering for the contract to lay sea cable.5 The Germans were always looking for suitable
opportunities. Already in August 1901 the British Colonial Secretary had issued a circular on the
Navy's use of Marconi, ‘as it is most important that in time of war communication by wireless
telegraphy should be conducted between H. M. ships and British possessions abroad on the
same lines.’6
With growing defence awareness, local press opinion in any case was mixed on the virtue of
the idea of a German cable from the Dutch Indies to New Guinea, let alone requests that its
extension be granted a landing site on the Australian mainland.7 Senator Staniforth Smith, writing
in the Sydney Daily Telegraph, commented on the proposed extension of the cable from the
German Caroline Islands to Herbertshöhe in New Guinea, that
It is a palpable fact that the commerce of New Britain does not justify the expense
of a cable, but as Simpson Haven is to be a German naval base, it is not hard to
understand the motive of cable extension...it is to be hoped that the
Commonwealth will consider the matter seriously before entering into any
arrangements... German activity in the Pacific should act as a warning to
Australian Ministers to keep their eyes open.8
In 1908 there was considerable activity in the radio-telegraphy field. In May the PostmasterGeneral called for tenders for the construction of stations at Cape York, Thursday Island, Goode
Island, Port Moresby and Fremantle. Those at Port Moresby and Fremantle were to have a
minimum range of 350 nautical miles, while for Thursday and Good Islands it was 50 miles. At
these distances it had to be possible to receive signals at the guaranteed speed of working
during any hour of the day or night, and in any climatic condition. Preference would be given to
installations capable of rapid tuning to any wave from 100-600 metres or upwards.9

Consul-General Dr. Georg Irmer regularly reported to Berlin on relevant
discussions in Parliament. It was not doubted in Australia that the German initiative to establish
radio-telegraphic connections between its colonies would have an important bearing on the
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adoption of Britain's ‘all red’ Imperial scheme for the Pacific and its consolidation for defence
requirements. Independent of the efforts of the various Dominion Governments, the British
Admiralty now had decided to provide a number of ships of the Australian Squadron with Marconi
systems, which complicated the situation for Telefunken.10 Irmer's report also advised that,
according to newspaper reports, a Mr. Sutton in Melbourne had invented a new system that
currently was being tested by the Australian military. A critical assessment by W. A. Gosche, an
electronics engineer working for Telefunken's agents Staerker & Fischer subsequently followed.
Gosche also cleverly used the 1908 visit of the American Fleet to promote the advantages of
Telefunken, used by the Americans, over the Marconi system in the Royal Navy.11
Following Irmer's report, the German Naval Attaché in London also directed his Navy Office's
attention to the Commonwealth's decision to build further stations at Melbourne or a suitable
point on the Victorian coast, King and Flinders Islands in Bass Strait, and Georgetown or
Launceston in Tasmania. The proposals were to be presented by the beginning of December
1908. The advantage for Telefunken was that the conditions stated the stations were not bound
to using a specific system, and there were only a few technical specifications laid down. Another
opening for Telefunken finally had appeared.12 Why was the German Navy so interested in a
commercial venture? It must be kept in mind that the Sydney-Bass Strait-Fremantle region was
designated the main cruising ground against Anglo-Australasian shipping in the event of
hostilities.13
Events in any case developed propitiously, as Telefunken's Berlin office had received directly
the submission requirements for the tenders to erect stations in Launceston, Melbourne, King
Island and Flinders Island, and a response had been despatched promptly to be submitted by its
Sydney agents Staerker & Fischer. The Company's letter to the Foreign Office pointed out that
the North German Lloyd steamer Bremen, which travelled to Australia several times a year,
carried a Telefunken system, and at this particular time was underway with a Company engineer
aboard, who could assist with the bid. The Navy Office expressed ongoing interest in
Telefunken's success and the possible military advantages.14 In May 1910, the chief of the East
Asian Cruiser Squadron, Vice-Admiral Erich Gühler, recommended that in view of the
construction of the network of Anglo-Australian stations in the Pacific, the cruisers should be
fitted with the most up to date apparatus. Of particular importance was the installation of radio on
the Lloyd steamers, the fastest of which were to be converted into auxiliary cruisers in wartime,
and their provision with a code which would permit them to be in contact with the Squadron’s
cruisers at any time.15 With the looming threat of British action promoting Marconi, a new sense
of urgency was to be found in Berlin. The Navy Office acknowledged that steamers fitted with
radio would be 'the focal point of the intelligence system for wide areas'.16 From the Navy's
viewpoint, interceptioon of transmissions from Telefunken land stations was of great importance.
At the height of the 1909 'Dreadnought scare' centred aound the battleship construction race
and anti-German feeling, the Sydney Star emphasised the importance of the new technology in
an article complete with a map of the Pacific showing the ranges of Anglo-Australian and German
transmitters. The strategic importance of radio to Australia was shown by the constant messages
between Melbourne and Sydney transmitted by the Navy, as well as the long-range implications
of communication betwen land stations and warships at sea. With the system a network of
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stations could be established by which ‘the approach of any hostile fleet would immediately be
communicated to Australia.’ The degree of sensitivity exhibited by the Admiralty was reflected in
its refusal of a request to photograph the Marconi apparatus. The technology presented ‘national
aspects which cannot be ignored’:
Under present circumstances a hostile fleet could hide among the islands for months
waiting for a chance to swoop down on Australia's shores. It is of Imperial, as well as
Commonwealth, concern that we should know what is happening in...the South
Pacific...radio-telegraphic installations will be a source of great protection to
Australia.17
The Sydney Morning Herald was concerned that German enterprise had taken the lead in the
Pacific, and considered this a clear indication of which way the wind was blowing. From the
standpoint of both commerce and defence, it was plain that the Dominions would have to keep
widely awake. If it were true that Germany in the North Sea were a menace to Britain, then
Germany in the Pacific
can scarcely be a source of safety to Australia. German diplomacy looks a long way
ahead, and the installation of wireless telegraphy will obviously prove of no slight
importance to any future development of German naval power in the Pacific. The
main lesson for Australia was that of initiative and preparedness, but while Australians
held conferences, Germany was preparing for the future.18
In August 1909, radio expert Captain Cox-Taylor gave a lecture to the United Service Institution
in Sydney on the value of radio in war, particularly as it related to coastal defence. It was
generally accepted that the most likely form of attack would be a surprise raid, and Australia's
geographical position and extended coast made this a difficult factor against which to guard.
Wires could be cut, and visual signal stations could only report what they saw. If all ships trading
in Australian waters were required to carry radio, it would be most unlikely than an enemy could
approach unseen.19 This reinforced the need for a British system.
The German push
In September 1909 Irmer provided Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg with a detailed
report on radio-telegraphy in Australia, with his own assessments of German prospects for
entering the market. It was proposed to construct a large station on the east coast which would
enable contact with Cape Leeuwin and New Zealand, and smaller stations on Cape York, in
Papua, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Tasmania, Adelaide, north of Perth, and Darwin. Also of
interest was the proposal, under the Navigation Bill, for the compulsory outfitting of all Australianregistered coastal passenger vessels with on-board stations. While it had not yet been decided
which system of radio-telegraphy would be chosen for the land stations, Irmer was pessimistic
that in the existing atmosphere of anti-German feeling the Australian Government would choose
Telefunken, even though in tests it had provided the best results.20
Precisely one month later, he reported that the Government was to obtain an opinion from
leading British scientists and technicians as to whether the Australian tender should be restricted
to Marconi, or opened to general competition. This would decide the possibility of introducing the
Telefunken system once and for all. There were still problems to overcome, such as the open
preference of the commander of the Australian Station, Vice-Admiral Poore, for the Marconi
system. Although Irmer conceded that questions of such importance would not be decided in
Melbourne but in London, he would exert his influence on Telefunken's behalf.21 Subsequently
London removed the prohibition on naval ships communicating with other than Marconi stations.
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This would enable British ships on the Australian Station now to communicate with
Commonwealth stations outfitted with other than Marconi - meaning, hopefully, Telefunken systems. Given this opportunity, Irmer strongly recommended that a competent technical adviser
be sent out from Germany to advise the Company. There was a great opportunity for Telefunken
to secure 'a market whose winning is worth the greatest effort.' The matter concerned the
introduction of the Telefunken system into all of Australa, New Zealand and the entire Pacific
island region.22 The German Navy was particularly concerned that Telefunken gain a frontrunner position in the competition for the installation of a radio-telegraphy system in Australia and
the British Pacific possessions overall. In October the Senior Officer of the (German) Australian
Station reported to the Admiralty Staff regarding Defence Minister Joseph Cook's concern to
speed up the installation of a network of stations around the Australian coast, which were of
considerable defence significance in view of the intention to install on-board radio on the
Australian Navy's new destroyers.23
On 18 December 1909, the Radio-Telegraphy Conference comprising representatives of
Australia, New Zealand, the Western Pacific High Commissioner, Fiji, the Admiralty and the
Pacific Cable Board decided on the establishment of an ‘all red’ British-controlled route. The
main decision was to establish high-power stations at or near Sydney, Doubtless Bay (NZ), Suva,
and Ocean Island; and medium-power stations at Tulagi in the Solomons and Vila in the New
Hebrides.24 This decision was commented on by the Naval Attaché in London, writing to Naval
Secretary Alfred von Tirpitz early in February 1910. He considered that ‘as Doubtless Bay and
Suva are in addition connected by cable to Brisbane, the whole positioning of these stations
increases in importance', covering as they did a strategic triangle of the Pacific.25

The possibility of Telefunken gaining a foothold spurred the Marconi
Company into action. In early December, Irmer expressed concern at the support given it in
Parliament by the ‘imperialist’ Member, Bruce Smith. In addition, Marconi had the technical
advantage that at the time only Marconi outfitted steamers came to Australia. This resulted in the
situation that ‘in non-technical circles almost nothing is known about the Telefunken system.’
Irmer recommended that it would be a great advantage if the vessels of the North German Lloyd
and the German-Australian Steamship Company were outfitted with Telefunken systems in view
of the upcoming coastal navigation legislation. It also needed to be publicised in the local press
that German ships were using the Telefunken system to draw attention to it and its advantages.
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Irmer commented that 'I have people here who could in one way or another have such
information published in the Australian press. It would also not be impossible to have the matter
raised in parliament itself.' He also requested information on Telefunken in English for
widespread distribution.26 Of course, the underlying advantage was that these were precisely the
postal steamers that would be converted and armed as auxiliary cruisers to work in tandem with
the Cruiser Squadron.
In February 1910 the German Post Office raised with the Foreign Office the matter of the
proposed establishment of radio connections in Australia and the Pacific. Telefunken was making
strenuous attempts to participate in the construction of planned Australian stations. The formation
of a subsidiary company was in progress, which in the view of the Post Office was essential in
order to gain any substantial foothold. To assist in the overall perceptions of German expertise,
the outfitting of German steamers on the Australian run with Telefunken systems had begun, and
in fact the contract for postal steamers to East Asia and Australia now required a German system
to be installed. Irmer in Sydney was to continue strongly promoting Telefunken in the public
eye.27
The German Foreign Office closely followed developments in Australia, and periodically
requested technical information from Telefunken. As much information as possible on other users
of the system was needed to be put abroad to facilitate expansion of the German system. In
addition to the German Navy, those of Russia, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands,
Spain, Austria-Hungary, and Argentina used Telefunken exclusively on board their warships,
while other navies such as those of the United States and Brazil mixed systems. It was
estimated that some 1,700 stations existed worldwide, of which more than 50% were Telefunken.
The Company undertook to supply the Consulate-General in Sydney with supporting material in
English for use in promoting Telefunken. 28
In June 1910, Telefunken formed a subsidiary in Sydney under the name of Australasian
Wireless Limited. For appearances, the major holders and managers were Messrs. Denison,
McLeod and Wheeler, and the local firm of Staerker & Fischer moved into the background as the
agent for Telefunken, but would conduct all communication with the Commonwealth Government.
This ‘Australian company’ succeeded in obtaining a subsidy for the construction of radio
transmitter stations in Sydney in Fremantle. Hopes were raised as word was about that the next
budget would allocate a larger sum for the construction of stations.
While Australian Wireless now obtained station components from Telefunken, it hoped to be
able to fabricate them itself in the future, in order to minimise the anti-German bias which existed.
For Telefunken it was obviously desirable that a close cooperation was maintained. The danger
was that if Australian Wireless foundered or had to withdraw from the construction of further
stations, Marconi again would dominate the field. The Company also worked out a proposal for
stations at Adelaide and Kangaroo Island, St. Mary on the Tasmanian east coast, Brisbane,
Mackay, Cooktown, Thursday Island, Port Moresby, Suva, Vila (New Hebrides), Tulagi
(Solomons), Ocean Island (Gilbert Islands), Esperance, Darwin (reaching Timor where it also
proposed to build a station), and in New Zealand. Simultaneously it was negotiating with the
Union of Australian Coastal Shipping Companies for the installation of 30 systems on coastal
steamers, to be rented from the Company which would retain possession.29
During one of his regular visits, the commander of the light cruiser Condor advised that the
Government should remain in close touch with Telefunken and Staerker & Fischer in Sydney.30
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Given the strategic interests involved in radio-telegraphy, it is interesting that the Company built
two stations at its own expense, in Melbourne and on King Island, each with a radius of 600
miles, whose ostensible purpose was to communicate with the steamer traffic in Bass Strait.
While there is no concrete evidence that they would be used for any military purpose
advantageous to Germany, one must bear in mind that this area was designated a prime "hunting
ground" for the Asian Cruiser Squadron.
By late 1910 the whole arrangement was questioned in Parliament, and during the previous
months several newspaper articles had attempted to thwart the introduction of Telefunken,
naturally not failing to indicate the German origin of the system. The delay in getting the first
Telefunken project underway provided more time for Parliamentary action on behalf of Marconi.
There were ‘lively discussions and attacks on the Government, the Australian Wireless Company
and the Telefunken system.’ It was a source of concern that the Government had not chosen the
system used in Britain and in the Royal Navy. The German origin of the Telefunken system was
highlighted, it was depicted as incomprehensible how the Government could have chosen this
system, used in the German Navy, and ‘which should have come last into consideration.’ The
contract with Australian Wireless should be cancelled and the Marconi system universally
introduced into Australia. Acting Consul-General Wilhelm Münzenthaler considered it no
coincidence that these attacks should immediately follow the arrival of a Marconi representative
from Britain, his establishing contacts with various parliamentarians, and that in the previous
weeks the newspapers had reported on new Marconi technical successes. The British origin of
Marconi and the Pacific Radio-Telegraph Company was also emphasised. However
Münzenthaler responded by promoting a series of inspired articles in the Sydney and Melbourne
press extolling the technical advantages of the Telefunken system.31
By the end of 1910 the Germans could breathe more easily and Münzenthaler reported that
the contract for the Pennant Hills and Fremantle stations finally had been signed after long
negotiations. It had been a close fight, as Marconi had left nothing untried in order to shut out
Telefunken. It now remained to be seen whether Australian Wireless succeeded in its bid for the
five New Zealand stations.32 The situation in New Zealand was not as promising. Münzenthaler
reported that ‘as was to be expected’, now in New Zealand as in Australia the previous year the
Government was being strongly criticised for its choice of the Telefunken system for the stations
to be constructed there. This was primarily on the ground that the choice went against the best
interests of national defence. A large part of the agitation in the press again was attributed to the
presence of a Marconi representative from London.33
With Australian Wireless about to change itself into a larger share company, Münzenthaler
noted optimistically that ‘no more difficulties of this kind are to be expected in the bid for the
additional...stations.’34 On 12 April 1911, the Australasian Wireless Company Limited began life
with £65,000 share capital. With the agreement of the New Zealand Government, the seven
stations to be constructed there soon would begin, to be completed by the end of 1912. In
addition, the Company had received orders for nine on-ship stations from the Union Steamship
Company of New Zealand, and it planned to eventually outfit all of its 60 ships in due course.
Contracts for on-board stations were concluded with the Huddart Parker Company, the
Australasian United Steam Navigation Company, and Howard Smith. These four companies
possessed some 150 steamers and planned to outfit all their ships with on-board radio. ‘It can
thus be assumed that the Telefunken system soon will be dominant in the Australasian merchant
fleet’, Münzenthaler confidently assured Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg.35 Somewhat
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prematurely, the commander of the Cormoran reported in June that the introduction of the
German system in Australia ‘means a complete success for the Telefunken Company.’ 36
Complications
The middle months of 1911 were preoccupied with patent violation litigation between Marconi
and Telefunken, the local press discussing, ‘in detail and not without animosity’, the effects of
Marconi's contesting the decision in London upholding the legal permanence of Telefunken
patents.37 In July, following Fisher's visit to London, the Government's attitude towards
Telefunken and Australian Wireless appeared to undergo a change. The Government had
decided to postpone the allocation of the Port Moresby and Thursday Island stations, and
Münzenthaler saw the interfering hand of London at work:
...it can be assumed that the changed position of the Government can be traced
back to the talks between Fisher...with the Admiralty, the War Department, and the
Marconi Company...there exists the plan to connect all the British colonies and
possessions with each other by radio.38
In 1911 the Naval Board had on its own account erected a station at Williamstown, Melbourne,
for instruction, and also at the Navy Office for communication with the ships of the Australian
Squadron. Attempts to establish a station at Thursday Island and Port Moresby in New Guinea
for defence purposes only were blocked by trouble with the Marconi Company, which
considered that its rights were being infringed (the naval stations, afloat and ashore, were
covered by a special payment made to the company). In August, 1912 the Colonial Office
suggested that the Commonwealth Government should give due weight to considerations of
defence when choosing station-sites, but the Post Office insisted that defence of the stations
was not part of its current mandate and matters went on as before. In April 1913 Prime Minister
Andrew Fisher enforced a decision to ensure all departments should co-operate in wireless
matters. As a result a conference was held between representatives of the Navy, Army and the
Post Office’s Director of Radio Telegraphy, J. G. Balsillie, who was soon to have a pivotal
function.
There now was a completely unexpected factor. In view of the litigation between Marconi and
the Telefunken Company, which accused each other of patent infringement, the Australian
Government decided to choose neither of these systems, but a third, which had been presented
by the in Australia- Dr. Balsillie. This was similar to the system of the British Radio Telegraphic
and Telephone Company Ltd, where Balsillie formerly was employed.39 It was certainly strange
that this system should have been chosen, as following a decision of the High Court in London, it
infringed on the Marconi patent.40 However, according to a statement by the PostmasterGeneral, the Australian Government was aware of this and prepared to pay any possible claims
ensuing. Although the adoption of the new system had been stated as the definitive decision of
the Government, Kiliani had it on good advice that the possibility of a different decision to the
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benefit of Telefunken still might be possible. Given the pointlessness of legal action, the
Australian Wireless Company had decided to obtain Marconi's Australian patents ‘at all costs.’
The Telefunken station at Pennant Hills had been completed, and Australian Wireless did not
appear to doubt that the actual intention of the Commonwealth was to choose ‘the recognised
best Telefunken system.’

However, this was not to be. On 9 February 1912, in the
presence of the Governor-General, the Prime Minister, the Postmaster-General and many official
guests, the Commonwealth's first ‘Balsillie system’ radio-telegraphy station was opened. It was
hoped to have three more stations, at Hobart, Thursday Island, and Port Moresby functioning by
the end of June. At least the Germans had the satisfaction of seeing the first transmission, from
the Governor-General to Admiral Sir George King-Hall on board the Drake in Hobart, go
unreceived and unanswered.41
Australian Wireless representing Telefunken now took legal action against the Maritime
Wireless Company as the manufacturer of the radio apparatus for the Balsillie system. To this
end Telefunken sent out an expert from Germany to provide technical opinion.
The
Commonwealth certainly had chosen an expensive manner in which to implement its radiotelegraphy plans, for in a strange twist of fate, both complainants united in a common action for
patent infringement against the Government.42 It now remained for Telefunken to salvage what
it could in the new circumstances. In mid-1912 came the good news of successful MarconiTelefunken negotiations, that the Commonwealth would pay a substantial compensation, and that
...after the dissolution of Australian Wireless a new Australian company will be
formed, in order together to continue construction of the radio-telegraphy
system...There appears to be no doubt about the willingness of the Government to
work with this company.43
Australian defence issues
In 1911 the Postmaster-General stated in Parliament that the Government intended to proceed
with the construction of the ring of stations around the coast of the continent as quickly as
possible. In immediate view were stations at Mt. Gambier, Eucla, Eden, Rockhampton,
Townsville, Cooktown, Wyndham, Roebuck, Geraldton and Albany. A station of suitable strength
would be built in Darwin to connect into the All-British network being constructed by Marconi.44
While this was not the exclusive participation that Telefunken would have preferred, it at least
ensured the German company a share in the construction of Australia's radio transmitter
network.45
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The possible uses of radio were being increasingly appreciated. In December 1912, at the
sitting of the Parliamentary Select Committee inquiring into the Marconi contract for the erection
of the British Imperial network, it was pointed out that its establishment was a matter or urgency,
for ‘if war occurred within the next two years, Great Britain would be at a serious disadvantage.’46
Germany was well aware of this, and the underlying theme of the whole Marconi-Telefunken
encounter was Germany’s attempt to increase its own strategic advantage by securing a
Telefunken monopoly of Australian land-based radio-telegraphy stations, whose transmissions
would be easy to receive in wartime and assist implementation of commerce warfare in
Australian waters by use of both naval forces and armed merchant auxiliaries.
In 1912 a more detailed proposal was forwarded to the Commonwealth Government. The
Committee of Imperial Defence had for some time been considering the defence of shore end
cables, and for the Pacific cable this was Norfolk Island. While cables could be cut at sea, it was
by no means certain that enemy cruisers or armed merchantmen would have sufficiently accurate
information as to the cable route to enable their finding it without time-consuming grappling
operation. In the absence of land defences, small parties could be landed to destroy buildings
and instruments, and the cable towed out to sea. Other considerations were also treated, and
papers showing defensive steps taken at Fanning Island enclosed.47 Fanning Island,located
south of the Hawaiian Islands was the only relay station between Vancouver Island (Canada) and
Suva, Fiji.

This whole matter was also the subject of comment in the press, understandably, given the
physical vulnerability of Australia's cable connections. Consul-General Richard Kiliani
commented on an article in the Sydney Daily Telegraph concerning the new Sydney-Auckland
cable, which discussed a paper in the Journal of the Royal Colonial Institute pointing out such
vulnerability. In view of the importance of cable connections to Australia in wartime, this new
cable had more than commercial interest. It would provide a useful ‘second string in case of
national emergencies’, given that the earlier roundabout line was liable to ebemy interruption
owing to its route. This also pointed out that the sooner radio communication was established
between Australia and New Zealand for defence purposes, the quicker the danger of being
isolated in wartime would be removed.48
Fanning Island's importance was recognised by all, and indeed this was to increase with the
opening of the Panama Canal. Kiliani described it as becoming ‘an important point in economic
and strategic matters.’ Also, it was to become the ‘missing link’ in the all-British route over
Canada to Australasia. Within a radius of 1,900 miles it was the only British harbour with facilities
for coaling, oil and water, and ship repairs. Thus it was with interest that the Germans noted its
sale, along with Washington Island, for ₤70,000 and shares to the Pacific Development Company
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based in London. This Company was primarily interested in copra and phosphate, and 35 acres
to encompass the cable station site was reserved as Crown land.49
By April 1913, the Naval and Military Record was reporting that the Darwin station, originally a
Marconi tender for ₤120,000, was now being completed by the Commonwealth at a cost of
₤90,000. The station would have a radius of 2,000 miles, touching Singapore at the apex of a
triangle which would stretch from Sydney to Perth, and would be "capable of communicating with
any system which might be established by the British Government."50 The Sydney and Perth
stations had a daylight range of 1,250 miles; the other coastal stations a range of 400 miles, but
in good conditions this could extend to 1,500 miles.51 Awareness of the military implications of
an effective radio-telegraphy network was coming increasingly to the fore. The Colonial
Secretary advised that ‘H.M. Govt attach great importance to the maintence of communication by
wireless telegraphy in time of war. Your Govt will doubtless...give due considerations of defence
when sites for new wireless stations are being chosen...’52 In March 1913, Churchill stated in
Parliament that while details of progress were confidential, this was satisfactory and the expense
was fully justified given its usefulness. The only current problem was the delay in ratifying the
Marconi Agreement and consequent delay in the expansion of the Imperial network. 53
The German network in 1914 and its neutralisation

Transmitter in East Africa
At the beginning of 1914 the Koloniale Rundschau welcomed the ‘pleasing progress radio
telegraphy has made in and with the colonies.’ In East Africa -crusial not only for the colonies but
also for communications with the cruisers in the Indian Ocean- there were two stations on Lake
Victoria, and Dar-es-salaam could reach ships up to 1,500km distant. In Southwest Africa,
Swakopmund and Lüderitz Bay could reach ships 1,000 km distant, with reciprocal contact of 500
km. Duala in Kamerun and Lome in Togo had a range of 1,00-1,500 km. In the Pacific, of the
Yap-Rabaul-Nauru-Samoa link, the first two were operating. While trial transmissions between
Yap and Tsingtau only had success at night, this was considered satisfactory with the latter's
upgrading planned.54 The German Pacific Company for Radio-Telegraphy would begin operating
the first two stations of the planned Yap-Rabaul-Nauru-Samoa line by February 1914, as
stipulated by its concession. Nauru and Samoa were to come into full operation in the first half of
1915.55 A direct connection of the Pacific net with Germany might be made possible over
49
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Sumatra-East Africa-Togo-Nauen if and when the Netherlands granted permission for the
Sumatra station. The 8,000 km distance Sumatra-East Africa posed certain technical problems
which would have to be overcome, but this was considered technically possible given that good
results had been achieved on the 6,500km between Nauen and New York. While this was
evidence of much local progress, Germany still had not succeeeded in constructing its own
independent world network independent of British links. 56 While not as extensive as originally
envisaged, the links sufficed for everyday purposes, with extensions ongoing.
In a 1911 British consideration of what action would be taken against German
communications in wartime, a Cabinet sub-committee recommended the neutralisation of the
German cables from Emden to Vigo and the Azores, although it was thought that the cutting of
the Azores-New York link would be strongly resented in America. It was also feared that the
cutting of the joint German-Dutch cable to Yap and the German-owned Monrovia-Pernambuco
cable might cause retaliation by the Dutch and Brazilian authorities respectively. It was thought
better to simply occupy the Yap station rather than endanger the Singapore-Australia connection
which landed at Batavia and Banjuwangi. German Southwest Africa, Cameroon and German
East Africa were dependent upon British cables. With the Tsingtau-Berlin connection dependent
on Russian cooperation, if Yap were occupied and the cables from Emden cut, ‘it would be
possible to isolate Germany from practically the whole world outside Europe...’57
With the outbreak of war, Britain needed the speedy destruction of German radio stations,
particularly those which could assist ships attacking merchant trade. In January 1912 Telefunken
had issued instructions for the event of war. It was obviously in the interests of the naval
authorities that if a German steamer were captured, the radio installation could neither be used
nor quickly repaired. In the event of capture, a supercharge was to be channelled into the
apparatus rendering it useless. This was to be done as late as possible, preferably after the
telegraphist had transmitted notification of the impending capture. Captains were in possession
of detailed procedures.58 On the morning after the ultimatum to Berlin had expired, the two ends
of the Atlantic cable had been cut and were later taken into Falmouth and Halifax harbours. The
five German cables from Emden passing through the English Channel to Vigo, Teneriffe and the
Azores were cut as part of an arrangement between the Admiralty, War Office and Post Office
dating from 1912.59 The quick occupation of New Guinea and Samoa by Australasian forces, and
later of Yap by the Japanese, threw German communications in the Pacific into chaos and
disrupted the operational plans of the East Asian Cruiser Squadron.
War: Asia and the Pacific
On 31 July 1914 the Shanghai Intelligence Zone was taken over by Korvettenkapitän Lüring of
the Jaguar. Shanghai was an important post where a great variety of information was available
due to its international character, and as the interchange for cable and post. The Germans were
lucky in being able to maintain contact with Berlin from here, thus securing the supply of
intelligence to Tsingtau. This was assisted by the 1.5kw radio transmitter on the HAL steamer
Sikiang, and was particularly important after the cutting of the Wusung-Tsingtau and TsingtauChifu cables. After the radio stations at Yap and Tsingtau and the German-Dutch cable at the
former were neutralised, only the American Manila-San Francisco and Manila-Shanghai cables
were available to the Germans. Manila also had an important function until the USA entered the
War in 1917. Batavia was ineffective from the beginning due to restrictions imposed by the Dutch
who were determined not to offend Britain, and particularly not the Japanese who had made clear
their intention to act if the Dutch assisted Germany. On the other hand, more of a blind eye was
initially shown to coal exports.60
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The defence of Yap had been cause for concern for several years. An exchange of notes
between the Navy Office, Admiralty, Colonial Office and Post Office in early 1914 emphasised
the ‘great importance of the radio station in the pre-hostility declared period of ‘Tension’ and upon
outbreak of hostilities for communication of intelligence’ and to its openness to attack. If it were
possible to maintain a connection between the station and warships in the Pacific via stations in
American or Dutch territory, then it gained an importance such that ‘it is urgently desired in the
military interest to determine such steps to protect this installation against sudden attack...’ and
use by an enemy. The Chief of the Cruiser Squadron, Vice Admiral Max Graf von Spee directed
Captain Erich Müller of the Emden to determine protective measures.61
It was clear that Yap, as the seat of the District Officer and a cable and radio-telegraphy
station, would be quickly occupied. Spee anticipated this, and in 1913 had proposed that since
no proper function had been allocated the survey ship Planet in the mobilisation preparations, it
would be more useful to send it to Yap where the crew of some 100 men could assist in
preparing defences and would in themselves offer a limited security against attack. However,
missing Spee's point the Admiralty rejected his suggestion on the ground that ships were not
there to protect such installations if thereby they could not participate in any offensive action. 62
There were also other considerations: the Navy was not inclined to divert scarce resources to the
defence of land installations, and the Colonial Office was encouraged to provide otherwise for its
security provisions.63 In any case, the decision was considered a political one resting with the
Government. However, the Admiralty approved the suggestion that all managers of Pacific radio
stations be provided with specific instructions for the forwarding of telegrams with indentifying
codewords, without involving them in the Intelligence System which would only complicate
matters and make room for errors.

From the middle of 1914 the telegraphic
traffic over Yap became quite heavy, and it was possible to inform the Government in Rabaul of
the deteriorating political situation with assistance of Planet's receiver and the supplementary
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mast at Bitapaka. On 27 July news came of Austria's ultimatum to Serbia. On 1 August a state
of war was declared on Yap, and the cable and radio stations placed under the control of the
provincial authority (Bezirksamt). In the first days of August three officials were needed for the
night shift alone, particularly after the services of the station at Menado were lost when the
station was taken over by the Dutch Indies Government, and all German employees removed
from service.64
On receiving news of the deteriorating political situation, the manager at Yap had the station
manned 5pm-3am from 31 July. From then on it was occupied 24 hours a day, both motor and
battery being put under some strain. On 2 August all the operators were placed under military
discipline. Five days later, Planet arrived, and the station and surrounds inspected by the
commander (Korvettenkapitän Collmann) and officers in view of a possible defence.
Subsequently a squad of 30 men and two officers arrived to organise this.65 On 12 August the
British armoured cruiser Minotaur and light cruiser appeared before Yap. The commander
radioed that he would open fire on the station at 9am the next day. This occurring, the station
was reduced to rubble within half an hour. However, the cable station remained intact, and no
attempt was made to land a party. The British appeared to be in some haste, probably in
apprehension of the Cruiser Squadron as calls for assistance had been transmitted to the last
minute. The radio on board Planet was demounted and reassembled on the island, in order to reestablish contact with the warships in the Pacific, an undertaking which took ten days. This work
was no doubt hampered by the precautions against an outbreak of typhus, which however did not
affect any of the Company's European officials.66
Following this, the ensuing weeks remained uneventful, with German auxiliary cruisers and
transport steamers using the harbour to resupply and receive the latest news thanks to the stilloperating cable station. On 27 August came the news that it was operating again, albeit on a
very limited time basis though with a 1,000 mile radius, which was as yet unknown to the Allies.67
However, this idyll was soon to end. On the afternoon on 6 September the station received very
clear Japanese signals indicating the nearby presence of warships. On the morning of 7 October
the battleship Satsuma appeared before Yap. At 11.30 Menado and Guam were informed that
Yap would be closing down. Soon after the Japanese landing was confirmed, Shanghai was
informed with the request that the Consulate-General be advised. Realising that their time had
come, the Germans began destroying the cable station, the radio transmitter which had been
erected by Planet, and confidential papers. Yap was undefended, the German troops having
departed eight days previously.68 Thursday Island intercepted radio on 7 October in German plain
language that HMAS Australia and the fleet had left Rabaul heading east. The source was
believed to be Tawanakus Bay.
‘Although it is believed the larger German war vessels have gone South East, there
are still some smaller vessels…until they are accounted for, and in the absence of
the Australian Fleet, merchants will not risk the loss of shipments’.69
The Dutch Indies
In addition to preventing the fuelling of German warships in Dutch Indies’ harbours, suspected
German use of wireless communications in the Indies was a bone of contention in the first
months of the War. The Dutch had stations on Java at Batavia (Telefunken, controlled by the
Marine Department); Sitoebondo (Landagan) range 700 km; Surabaja (Telefunken); a naval and
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military station in course of erection at Tjililin. On Sumatra : Sabang (Telefunken), range 750 km;
Borneo : Tarakan (Royal Dutch Petroleum Company, Marconi), Balikpapan (Royal Dutch
Petroleum Company, Marconi). Banda Islands : Neira, Poeloe Samboe Island (Dutch
Government receiving station). Tambelan Island : S. Barbe. On Timor : Koepang, range 700 km.
Moluccas : Amboina, range 700 km. The wireless station at Sabang Bay on the island of Poelo
Wei was one of several in the Indies erected by the Telefunken Company and was of particular
interest and complaint by the British.70

Sabang station
Soon the Dutch authorities were confronted with British protests about radio contact made by
German merchantmen which had taken refuge in the Indies and by radio stations on shore with
German warships in southeast Asian waters. At the start of the war Batavia had taken its
precautions. It had informed the consuls of the belligerents that international law forbade wireless
communication in territorial waters by and with belligerent warships and that the colonial
authorities were determined to enforce this rule. On 8 August, after such communications had
indeed taken place the captains of German merchantmen were informed that they were not
allowed to use their radios. Three days later these were sealed. No radio parts were removed,
nor were antennas. From several German steamer captains interrogated by the Dutch authorities
they learned about the plans to use German steamers sailing Indies’ waters to supply German
warships and auxiliary cruisers with fuel and provisions. Steamers of the Norddeutscher Lloyd
and Hamburg-Amerika Linie had already been instructed to assist such German warships before
the outbreak of the war, and their captains had been provided with a secret code for making
contact.71
From the second half of September, Dutch officials in The Hague and Batavia were inundated
by British protests about communications from radio stations in the Indies. The British were
aware that the Germans had set up a system of wireless communication to keep in touch with
their cruisers and auxiliaries and suspected that radio stations in the Indies were involved. In The
Hague the British ambassador Sir Alan Johnstone lodged complaints and in Batavia the ConsulGeneral similarly on behalf of the Straits Settlements Government and Admiral Jerram. Not
everybody, even in the Dutch Navy, fully understood the potentials and limitations of radio
communication. The British Consul in Batavia maintained on the end of September that at three
occasions the Sabang radio station had attempted to have British merchantmen reveal their
position by asking for their speed and course. On 1 October Ambassador Johnson in The Hague
informed London that the station was constantly jamming Calcutta. 72
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Complaints were frequent. As but one
example, the British continued to complain about radio messages sent from the steamer Roon,
moored in Cilacap (central Java), to the Emden and Geier. A wireless operator in Australia was
sure that he had intercepted such messages and had recognised the distinctive tone of its radio
operator. Such messages probably conveyed intelligence about British shipping, which implied
that the wireless apparatus on the Roon had not been dismantled. This was a ‘failure to fulfil
duties of neutrality’ and an immediate inquiry was demanded.73 More discomforting news about
German radio traffic was to follow. At the end of October the radio station in Sabang throughout
the night intercepted several coded messages which were recognised as from a telegraphist on
the Emden. An investigation was launched. A search of the Preussen revealed a receiver hidden
in the telegraphist’s cabin and an aerial concealed along the rope-ladder to the top of the main
mast and not visible from the shore.74
Relief came on 9 November when the Emden was sunk near the Cocos Islands by HMAS
Sydney. Her exploits had inspired fear but had also drawn admiration from the Dutch. The journal
De Locomotief wrote of the Emden as the ‘Flying German’. The Emden had also impressed
Rambonnet, the Dutch naval Minister, who in January 1915 when he contemplated what kind of
cruisers the Dutch Navy needed, considered a vessel of the Emden-type, which he was
convinced had proven its worth.75
Effect on the Cruiser Squadron
In the southeast Pacific, arrangements had been made for Peruvian stations to report the
movements of British ships. Signals from British cruisers were of great assistance to the
Germans. As but two examples, when the Cruiser Squadron first approached the South
American coast, signals from the Monmouth, Glasgow and Good Hope were identified from their
call signs and probably facilitated luring them to action at Coronel. When Emden intended
coaling in the Marianas underway to the Indian Ocean, the increasing strength of British signals
warned it to clear the region.76 Emden could not expect support in the Indian Ocean as on 8
August the cruiser Astraea severely damaged the German station at Dar-es-salaam. Luckily
because the mast had been removed it was not a clear target. By means of an earth-laid
antenna, it continued to receive from Nauen in Germany, and had the ongoing technical support
of the Königsberg's radio officer.77 As the Squadron approached the Falklands, the German
intelligence organisation failed to supply Spee with any information about the approach of
Admiral Sturdee's battle-cruisers. Although the Intelligence Reporter at Buenos Aires had
already inferred the arrival of the Invincible at Abrolhos Rock on 24 November, the information
was not cabled to Punta Arenas or Valparaiso, from where it easily could have been transmitted
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by radio. Despite occasional good luck, at the most crucial time when an effective radiotelegraphy network would have been of great advantage, the efforts of the preceding decades
were almost completely negated, and the divided forces of the Cruiser Squadron headed to their
respective fates dependent upon what information they themselves could draw from the
airwaves.78
Australia
With the outbreak of war, the German Consulate-General in Sydney found itself completely cut
off from all communication. A Postmaster-General's Department Minute of 3 August stated that
cablegrams to German warships, radio messages for steamers and for the Consulate-General
were being withheld.79 On 13 August the District Naval Officers in all states, at Newcastle and on
Thursday Island received instructions to board all incoming German merchant vessels with an
armed guard in plain clothes, at least one of whom could speak German. The captains' cabins
and officers' quarters were to be isolated, and radios dismantled.80 Searches resulted in a
number of useful documents being discovered, including specific code instructions for
communication between merchant and naval vessels. As one example, Captain Paulsen of the
Hobart had received a sealed packet containing the code which was to be used for
communication with the German-Australian Steamship Company (DADG) and other merchant
vessels "only on the expectation of war and during its duration." He was to familiarize himself with
the procedures, particularly the composition and deciphering of coded messages. The code was
to be kept permanently under lock and key and strictly secret.81 The procedures for call signs
were also clearly set out.
In order not to betray the presence of a warship or auxiliary in wartime through use of the
known international radio call signs, for communication between German naval and merchant
vessels the designations DK (Deutsches Kriegsschiff) for warships and DH (Deutsches
Handelsschiff) for merchantmen were to be used. The specified code was to be used only in
war, and certainly not practised in peacetime.82 Of particular use to the Allies was the finding of a
copy of the secret Handelsschiffs-Verkehrsbuch (Merchant Vessel Communication Book). The
Naval Board in Melbourne managed to decode many intercepted messages, and with some pride
cabled the British Admiralty that it was welcome to forward any it had to Melbourne for
decoding.83 By 3 September the only other codes which had been seized were a copy of the
Bord-Code for North German Lloyd (NDL) from the Prinz Sigismund in Brisbane, ten mercantile
codes from the Berlin in Sydney, and ‘several small codes’ in Hobart.84
New Guinea
On 13 November 1914, the German Colonial Office forwarded to the Admiralty a report from a
New Guinea official, Assessor Dr. Radlauer, covering the period to the end of August. The first
tower of the station at Bitapaka had been erected by mid-July, and the departure of Planet for
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Yap hurried this activity. As Komet was absent with Governor Albert Hahl, the administration was
connected to the outside world only by the unfinished Bitapaka station. Reception was not a
problem, but it was not until 8 August that it could also transmit with the assistance of two
requisitioned motors.85 Official instructions were specific: the telegraphic apparatus was to be
occupied for as long as possible for transmissions in support of the Cruiser Squadron. After this,
it was to be removed if possible, otherwise to be made unserviceable for the enemy. Important
documents and duplicate instrument parts had to be removed in time. The telegraph lines in
districts already occupied or likely to be threatened were to be rendered useless by removal of
parts.86 On 1 August, Geheimrat Schlettwein supervised the transfer of the Government to Toma,
and on 5 August, official news of the outbreak of war reached Bitapaka.87

In the night 5-6 August, news of the outbreak of war was received
from Nauru and immediately steps were implemented for the outfitting of the steamers Mekong
and Sumatra as auxiliary cruisers. The news was brought to Kavieng, Namatanai and Kieta by
motor-cutter, Jaluit was informed from Nauru,and was in turn to inform Ponape. The most
difficult task was to inform Acting-Governor Haber, who was in the Morobe region or FriedrichWilhelmshafen. The Sumatra and Mekong were despatched for this purpose. On 8 August
Nauru succeeded in transmitting the news to Komet which was lying in Friedrich-Wilhelmshafen,
and it immediately proceded to find Haber in Morobe.88

Komet89, after something of a chase, subsequently
was captured undamaged with radio intact by an expedition on the captured Government yacht
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Nusa. (It later became the Australian gunboat Una). Komet was described as ‘…a most
complete and well found vessel fitted with wireless installation.’ It was considered that ‘as long
as Komet is free to molest any small ships conveying stores our position here is precarious.’ 90
‘Important information’ regarding German merchant auxiliary cruisers was found in the log.91
By 8 August the construction manager of the Berlin Radio-Telegraphy Company had
completed the erection of two 45m towers at Toma. Immediately contact was made over Yap with
the Chief Intelligence Reporter in Batavia, advising that the local Intelligence Reporters had
implemented steps for conversion and supplying of the auxiliary cruisers. Two days later, one of
these, Dr. Lederer, moved to Bitapaka to effect a speedy war induction of the station there and
erection of a telegraph line with Toma. A series of coded telegrams was heard, but could not be
deciphered with the key they held. However, as they were aware of the secret calling sign, they
could determine that the Cruiser Squadron core along with Cormoran and Geier were within
range. On 12 August the station's power was boosted by the use of a requisitioned ship's
engine, and it could now effect good exchanges with Yap and Nauru, and via the latter with
Samoa, Guam and San Francisco, and also contact with Kiautschou via Yap until 12th when it
was bombarded by the British. Constant British and Japanese coded messages could also be
heard.92
At 4.30 am on 11 September the Australian force appeared in Blanche Bay. A torpedo boat
landed parties at Herbertshöhe and Rabaul, and by dawn established themselves before the
Germans were aware of their intentions. Two German officers, five NCOs and 35 native police
were captured.93 Lederer began transmitting the occupation signal and the strength of the force,
but had to cease when both places were threatened with bombardment. This resumed when the
force departed in the afternoon, after destroying the telephone exchanges in Rabaul and
Herbertshöhe. In order to confuse the Australians, fictional messages had also been transmitted
on various frequencies.94
Work continued apace on extension of the station with assistance from a Lloyd technician,
and a telephone line was laid between Bitapaka and Toma, as the line to Herbertshöhe had
multiple damage. On 12 August Yap also ceased to transmit, but news continued to be received
from Apia via Nauru, until finally this source ceased on 8 September.95
The overall
communications picture was grim: Yap was destroyed by HMS Hampshire, Nauru was put out of
action by a landing party from the Melbourne, and Samoa was rendered useless by the Germans
themselves on the landing of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force at Apia. After Yap and
Tsingtau were silenced, and the German-Dutch cable was unable to be used, the Manila
Intelligence Zone organisation assumed a crucial role in facilitating communciation between the
German ships and the other Zones, as well as between the Zones themselves, particularly
intelligence to and from Batavia which had been cut off due to the restrictions imposed by the
Indies Government. The importance of the lines Manila-San Francisco and Manila-Shanghai was
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crucial, and they remained available until the breaking of relations with the United States in
1917.96
The Bitapaka radio installation consisted of a 35kw Telefunken system with high speed
automatic transmission. On Nauru and Yap the systems had not been working satisfactorily due
to ‘electrical atmospheric disturbances’. The Bitapaka signal was capable of reaching southern
Australia whereas the lower power British Marconi ship-borne systems could not- clearly an
advantage for the Cruiser Squadron had things gone to plan.97 The fuller occupation of New
Guinea and the capture of the station at Bitapaka, still incomplete and working on low power, put
out of action the last of the stations (Yap, Nauru, Samoa) forming the German Pacific chain.
Since military considerations were the primary object of their establishment, the failure to provide
appropriate protection was paid for heavily. The Germans fully expected to lose the Samoan
connection in a war involving Britain or America, where prospects of holding the islands were
considered small. A previous arrangement for wartime measures signed by both Governor
Schulz and the Senior Officer of the Australian Station (Mommsen), provided for the removal of
important components to render the transmitter useless in event of occupation, but so that if the
enemy withdrew it could be restored to service.98
Later wartime developments
In the early months of the War the British were decrypting foreign governments' communications
in a very haphazard way. The Director of Naval Intelligence (Admiral H. F. Oliver) had to rely on
assistance from the more developed French and Russian bureaux. The latter provided the
Admiralty with the German Naval Signal Book which was quickly put to use. Following the
agitation caused by the exploits of the Emden, it was assumed that it must have had some radio
contact with a land base in order to avoid detection for so long.
In March 1915, the Vossische Zeitung reprinted an article from the Algemeen Handelsblad in
which was repeated as a ‘general conviction’ that the Emden had been supplied with information
on shipping movements in the Gulf of Bengal from a land station in the Dutch Indies. The original
article had appeared in the Calcutta based Indian Engineering. It was alleged that the
Telefunken stations in the Dutch Indies were being operated by German telegraphists. This had
caused considerable British frustration, given the difficulty of interfering with installations on
neutral territory. The accusations not unnaturally incensed the Dutch: the Algemeen Handelsblad
resented the ‘serious accusations’ that the ostensibly neutral Dutch had provided a belligerent
with information and that the Indies Government had acquiesced in the establishment of a chain
of stations on its territory. The supposed culprit, the station at Sabang, as well as all others, were
operated exclusively by Dutch personnel, and had absolutely no connection with Telefunken,
which had only installed them.99 But given the long history of German-Dutch cable and radio
cooperation, there is much room for speculation.
The allegations had been a topic of some conjecture, the station being variously situated in
Penang, Singapore and the Indies. The Samaranger Locomotief printed (incorrectly) that the
flagpole at the German Consulate-General was topped by transmission wires which had been
confiscated. The Dutch appeared to have some difficulty in discovering just where the transmitter
was located. Early one morning a German firm in Lampongschen (Sumatra) received a visit from
a five member judicial commission from Batavia which undertook a thorough inspection of the
premises and papers. When nothing incriminating was discovered, the staff were subjected to a
lengthy interrogation. This indicated was that the Dutch had a well-organised and efficient
observation system which did not overlook the most insignificant occurrences. Thus any attempt
to use the Indies as a basis for unauthorised activity would soon be discovered, particularly along
the coast, where every village had an observation post which was frequently audited.100
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In early 1916, the Australian Navy suggested a closer monitoring of possible traffic passing
through Torres Strait, as it was believed that some of the German merchant vessels still in the
Indies might attempt to escape by this route. A chain of some 113 miles of visual signal stations
was suggested, running from Thursday Island to New Guinea, to work in conjunction with warship
patrols. Descriptions, course and speed would be sent to Thursday Island for radio transmission.
Suggested sites were (the asterisk indicates Morse signal capability) Cape York cable and
telegraph station; Possession Island*; Entrance Island*; Prince of Wales Island*; Thursday
Island; Goode Island; Hawkesbury Island*; Banks Island*; Mulgrave Island*; Jervis Island*;
Gabba Island*; Saibai Island*.101
With the entry of the United States into the War in 1917, Germany lost a vital communications
connection. This had been a crucial link for the Cruiser Squadron as it moved across the Pacific
to South America. Otto von Spee wrote that when news from Berlin came via New York, it was
welcome positive news in contrast to that from London and Paris.102 In August 1917 the Post
Office impressed on the Foreign Office the urgency of establishing a German world radiotelegraphy network. Its use for communication with ships and for foreign news had to be
‘promoted with all possible means’, and free from foreign influence. It was a final recognition that
‘especially for Germany radio-telegraphy is of particular importance in the War’.103
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The Nürnberg, accompanied by a collier, landed at Fanning Island, had been directed by the
Squadron Commander Graf Spee to destroy the cable relay station, cutting the British
communications network in the Pacific. The outbreak of war found Australia with no really high
powered wireless stations, those at Perth, Sydney, and Melbourne being but medium-powered
and far behind modern naval requirements. Messages had consequently to be relayed through
a series of low-powered coastal stations at Brisbane, Townsville, Cooktown, Thursday Island,
and Port Moresby a condition that gravely hampered the Australian fleet. In the Defence
Department itself (which then included the Navy Office) it was clearly understood that in radio
matters naval interests were predominant since no other means existed of maintaining
communication with warships at sea. Therefore as war was seen to be imminent, all radio
stations in the Commonwealth were on 3. August 1914 placed under the control of the Naval
Board, and radio censorship was established at 11 p.m. that day.
Australian wireless stations most useful task proved to be the interception of outside
messages. and in 1914 it was messages from the enemy squadron in the Pacific that were
most eagerly listened for. Perhaps the most significant contribution in the early part of the war
was the capture of the German secret codes which allowed the Commonwealth to provide
London with intercepted information of exceptional value. This was particularly the case since
the Germans never suspected that their cyphers had been discovered, and therefore
transmitted by radio all manner of confidential news about their movements and their diplomatic
efforts. The seized codes were also in part responsible for the decoding of the 1917
Zimmermann Telegram which revealed Germany’s plan to restart unrestricted submarine
warfare and an offer to Mexico of territory if it declared war on the United States. This event
was a major factor in the decision of the USA to enter the war.

